J.5

STRAND OUTDOOR
PATTERN

537 WIDE

OR MEDIUM ANGLE

FLOODS
FLOOD

60/100/150 watt

This is a small compact lantern with a large variety of uses. Lamps
of three wattages and reflectors of two beam distributions
(wide
or medium-angle
beam) can be fitted without physical alteration
or adjustment
of any kind. The squat shape lends itself to concealment behind parapets and in other places affording little cover .
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SPECIFICATION
Body of lantern strongly constructed of sheet steel, al I joints being soldered
and is ventilated. Drain holes are provided for condensation. Front of
lantern is fitted with removable toughened glass and a runner with colour
frame for Cinemoid colour filter to be used outside glass.
Both are
covered by hinged flap with clip. Either a J.235 wide-angle silvered glass
reflector (standard) or a J.236 medium-angle (alternative) is carried
on a spider clamp, ensuring the correct relationship of reflector to E.S.
lampholder. Lantern supplied unwired but fitted with t-in. watertight
gland to take tough rubber-sheathed cable. Gland can be removed to
give a hole as conduit entry if preferred. Lantern clamped with handwheels
to a cradle with two supporting feet, the whole stoved Dark Grey outside,
White inside.

Lamps-60
or 100 w. clear
General Service ES cap, or 150
w. Theatre batten ES cap.
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Beam Angles

: 90° (wide) or 60° (medium).

Cut-off:

105°.
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All Strand Floods are available on sole or hire ( complete with lamps) for
long or short periods . An example of a hire fit-up .
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PRICE (exclusive of lamp)
J .347-Extra front glasses (1Oin. X 9fi n.)
J.348-Extra Metal colour frames (10in. x 9fin.)
J.349-" Cinemoid "colours for J.348 ..
J .235-Extra wide-angle Sunray glass reflectors ..
J.236-Extra medium-angle Sun ray glass reflectors
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